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Story 11, script: when Jan del Valle had a mice plague. 
Amsterdam, 190617, version 4, ENGLISH. 

 

Jan: Will introduce myself…: my name is Jan Del Valle. 
My mind is always flexible, 
But my being is very simple and flat. 

 

'KISS' is how they call me, its my nickname: 
‘KISS’ means: Keep It Simple, Stupid. 
Must say: is very difficult ... 

 

Will give you an example: 
Am for 3 hours a day, every day, caregiver for my mother, 90 years ... 
She lives in a large house, alone. 

 

An half a year ago, she says on one day:… 
 

Mother of Jan: ''Jan!, saw a mouse in the kitchen!, such a big one!...'' 
 

Jan: First thought; It´s a scout, 
Sees a nonviolent house here, 
but nothing to eat, everything is clean here... 
The little animal find at most a small wad of nose toddler. 
Is gone in no time ... 

 

So one week later, I see it too! 
Then, every day!, 
Oh well, I thought, 

Jan's thoughts-echo:  we have a small house pet. 
Fun for my mother ... 

 

Jan: but over time, there were suddenly 3 ... 
That is a 99% chance that they are not all 3 gay or lesbians or transgender ... 
After a few weeks later, I saw that there were already 7! 
I foresaw even more children to come ..., whole hordes! 

 

Buddha-nirvana!, What overcomes to me? 
Those critters fuck like rabbits! 
My Grandma would say: 

Jan's grandma: ''Catholics do it without ...'', 
 

Jan: This is why my family has many descendants!, 
Everyone is named to be a de Valle... 

 

 What to do?, if you experience 10 mices teem in your kitchen? 
If they are set on the table, corrode the bread, cheese and milk of my mom? 
When there is all shit of them on the ground, plates and cups?, 
My mother will become sick of poop, that may not happen!! 

 

So I sit, being non-violent-creative: 
- first making that House even more cleaner, more hygienic. 
  With a home care-girl, scrubbed the whole kitchen!, 
  Did not help ... 

 

- Than, sealed all the holes in that House... 
  Buddha-nirvana, there are so many, many! holes in the World. 
  Did not help ... 

 

- Than bought high-tech equipment: 
  Ultrasonic sounds that expel mice and other pests. 
  Even purchased 2 devices! 
  It didn’t helped at all, there even come more, already 20. ... 
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Jan: - a relative of me, type self-centered-atheistic materialist, 
  said he used glue strips, quite effective ... 
  When a mouse runs on it, it sticks. 
  ''HA-HA, glue like a Hangman'', he laughed. 
  Nâh, me not seen!, that’s like a terrible death from starvation. 

 

- So bought a cage, 
  to catch them alive, and then release them in the park. 
  Was the idea… 
  Nâh, these creatures seem to have an higher intelligence, even Dutch cheese did not fool them. 
  So ... 
  Meditation! = concentration = problem solving ability! 
  Figured out the following things: 
- hiring a cat?, 
  Nâh, have you ever seen how cats torture their prey?.. 
  That's certainly not nonviolent. That's sadistic. 

 

- How did these monks solve that problem in their monasteries Tibet? 
  In addition to Lhasa Apsos that small temple-guard-dogs, 
  and Tibetan Mastiffs for combatting not invited Aliens, 
  these guys hire small dogs: Pekingese, 
  Chinese dogs that catch the rats and mice. 
  Can you imagine how their victims are torn apart? ... 

 

- Nâh, at that same time, my mother became more afraid of those mice critters. 
  they came up with dozens of them at once .... 
  My mother experienced un-happyness.  
  That cannot be!!!... 
  My non-violence began to become idiot-compassion. 
  Like we had to move to another place to live…, 
  flee away? 
  …No!, that's not going to happen!; 
  No Gaza-status for Humans including the del Valle family!. 

 

- At the municipality-pest control they gave me then some blue pills. 
  They said 

 

Pest control officer (V.O. of Jan):  '' if they eat this, they sleep, soft death ... 
  And they mummify; 

(The official' own voice):     End of the nuisance and without stench! ... 
 
Jan: - Nâh, I thought this was more Humane than a mousetrap, which ‘PATS’ breaks their neck... 
 
Jan: Since then, my mother is radiantly happy again, not afraid, not sick; 

Because there are no mice anymore ... 
 

What my message is? ... 
We walk as man on the Moon, so it is said and showed. 
And we go to Mars, all searches for Aliens, 
An awful lot of money for something we already know, if you look to Earth and all its life... 

 
Therefore: put that money instead in high-tech solutions here on Earth! 
For example, to fight Worldly pests more effective non-violent  

 
Who has a good idea for new inventions for Earthy non-violence solutions of universal problems? ... 
 
Jan Del Valle.  
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